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A resource allmtion problem of the intqer minimization of maximum absolute deviation of 
monotone fynctions is under investigation. The optimal solution is shown to belong to one of the 
four possible classes. The optimality conditions of two kinds (%cal” and “global” ones) are 
derived alow with an algorithm, which utilizes the solutions of simple min-max and max-min 
integer allocation problems. 
The Apportionment problem is considered as an application. 
1. Presentat~Ion of tbe problem 
In this allocation problem we use the following notation: 
M: total number of items to be allocated. 
n: total number of locations to which items may be assigned. 
x~: number of items assigned to thejth location. 
&(x~): criterion function for the jth location, that is supposed to be strictly de- 
creasing, and such that fi(0) = 00. 
The problem is to find 
subject to 
(1) 
where xi and M are positive integers; j--G; M> n. Our aim is to obtain an 
algorithm for solving the problem, bused on necessary and sufficient conditions for 
optimality . 
In Section 2we present these conditions. 
In Section 3we develop asolution algorithm. 
In Section 4we present the Apportionment problem as an application. 
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2. lbcessary and sufficient conditions for optilmrality. 
We develop two kinds of conditions: the fi?St kind, which are the conditions for 
“local” optimality and the second kind, wl,tic:i”l are the “global” optimality condi- 
tions. 
Conditions I. Let x * = (x;‘,x~, . . . , x,*) be the optimal solution to (Q-(2). Define 
indices r, s, k, I by 
fr(x,*) = eF$” 4 @j*h a0 
and two sets 
R = {j IJ($) =L@?)}, 
s= {i IAcxi”)=f,<x,*)~. 
We prove several lemmas on the optimal solution. 
0) 
(a) 
Lemma 1. For every optimal solution x* and any rtz R, s E S at least one of the 
folio wing two inequalities holds: 
fr(x,* + 0 Gx&% iW 
fr(x,*) G&,* - 1). m) 
Proof. We prcjve the Lemma, using the following iterative procedure: Let at the 
mth step (m=O, 1, . ..) 
Sm= 1 i IAW?)=fs(m)($&)= min f&9), 
lsvsn 
where initially x0 = x *; r(O) = r, s(0) = s, R * = R, So = S and let 
f~m)(x~m))Cf~m)(~~m) + l)cf~m)($im))* NO 
fScm,(x~*~)<fscm,(X~m, - l)cfr(m)(x~m))- VW 
Formxm+’ ,suchthat~$!~:’ =Xzm,- 1, X$,f,f$’ =XTm, + 1, Xr+* =Xr (V#tfm),S(m))* 
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If at least one of R 111 and Sm is a singleton (in other words, at least one of r(m) and 
s(m) is uniquely defined), then x*+ I products a smaller objective value than 
xo,...,x*contrary tox l =x0 being optimal and the lemma follows. 
Consider the general case, when Rm and Sm are both non-singletons (i.e. both 
r(m) and s(m) are not uniquely defined). Here xm* * yields the same objective value 
as x9 . . . . xm. If in this case fsc~~~.~~~,)<fi~~~(x,“,, + I), then r(m)$S”“‘, and in 
view of s(m)@“+’ 
(S*+‘( = pq- 1; s’“+‘cs”? @a) 
Similarly, if &,&&,, - 1) C&,)(X$,)), then s(m) $ R m+ ‘;and due to r(m) $ R m+ ’ 
II?““} = IR”I- 1; R”+‘CR*. W) 
So, we pass to the next step and the procedure is continued with M + 1 -+m. The 
process is terminated when at some step either at least one of @a)-(8b) is violated 
for an alternative optimum xm or at least one of Rm and Sm is a singleton, that 
might occur, bearing in mind @a)-(9b). 
Lemma 2. ux * is optimal, and f,(x,3 c f,(x,? + l), then 
and due to f (e) being dectvasing 
Proof. Suppose, r is uniquely defined. Define k by (4a). If k=r, the lemma is 
trivial. Let k+ r. Clearlyf,(x,S) sk(xz) <f’(xt - 1). If, inaddition&(xz - 1) <f,(x,*), 
we take X, such that 
RR =xk+- 1, Rr=X,L+l* xiai=XF (i#k,r) 
and thus, reduce the objective value contrary to X* being optimal. 
If r is not uniquely defined we proceed as in Lemma 1. 
Lemma 3. jIf x * 6s optimal and fs(xz - 1) < fr(xF), then 
p& fj(Xi+ + 1) sfs(x,*L 
and due to f(e) &eing decreasing 
Proof. Similar to that of Lemma 2. 
Henceforth, we assume, that Lemmas 1, 2, 3 are true for x*, 
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Lemma 4. If x* is optimal and 
f&z,* + 1) 5 fs(x,*) < min j@i* - 1) c max fi(xj? + 1) 
I sisn . 15jsn 
then there xists an alternative optimum X, such that 
and yielaing the same objective value, as x*. 
Proof. We prove this Lemma constructively. 
Define k and / by (4a)-(4b). Clearly, that k# r,s and I+ r,s. Besides, 
U&F?) ~fk(xk*) <f&k* - Wf,(xl*+ l)<fi&%fr(x,*). 
Form x by 
k&=x;- 1, R/=X:+ 1, Ri=Xi* (i+ k,l) (11) 
The objective value for f remains the same, as for x*. We redefine # by x8 and 
recalculate max 1 <j< n&(X; + 1) and min 1 sir &(xF - 1). If (10) still holds, we form # -- 
again as in (11) and continue in the same way. Since, in this process 
max fj(Xj + 1) = max 
IQ5n 
min fAxi_ 1) =min 
I sicn 
r(%% f&c- 2); E$ fi(Xr - 1) 1 
. I 
L ,m&i fi(xi+- 1) 
with the objective value unchanged, hence at some step we have a vector R, such that 
E,yn fj@j + l) = ,y,jzn f i(xi - 11s 
which can be considered as an alternative optimum. We thus have proven 
Theorem 1. There always exists an optimal solution to (l)-(2), such that 
EFTn fj(xi* + l) = ,mjf,, f i(Xf - lb 
s- 
Conditions RI. Define the sets 
JI’ = {i 1 t 
tsn, 
JI’ = (j 1 fi(xr) >J’,(x~)} for t $ R, 
JI’ = (J Ifi(xj’)zf,(x/‘)} 1 s tsn. 
Obviously, s E Jlc fI J,’ and r E JI’ n JI’ . 
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Lemma 5. 1If ,(xs9#fr(xr9 (WI R = 0), then .!I< #0 and J,’ #0 even providing S 
and R are both non-singletons. 
Proof. Suppose, fs(xz) =j$x~<f’(x#Q&o~ = fr(xF), so that S = {s, io}; 
R = {r,jO}. Then, in accordance with the sets def!Mions above 
JI< = (i(hs} MS); Jjz = Jr< = {t, io,s} (jO, re S); 
JI> = $0, r) (t@R); J< = Js> = { t,jo,r} (iO,s@ R). 
Define p and q as the cardinality of J,< and J,’ respectively, sothat 1 .I,< 1 =p and 
151>1=@ 
Consider three cases: 
Let 9 = { 91) be a collection of nonnegative integers for jtz JI”, satisfying 
c jeJz $j =p and producing t 
mYa min fi(Xi*+Yj) 1 Set* C Yj =P . 
je Jt* je I,= 1 
Consider the vector ~(‘1, where 
Clearly, xft) is feasible. Determining the objective value (1) for x(‘), we have, using 
(12) and the sets definitions above 
fr(x,*) -fs(xs9 1 ~II max fi(xi+ - 1) - min fj($ +9j) 
its J,’ jr I,2 I 
. (13) 
In this case using the same reasoning as in (a) we get the condition 
fc(X,+) - fs(Xs+) S cpeilsn max fi(xF - &) - min 1 fi(xT + 1) 
1 
(15) 
iaJ7 jeJ? 
where (&} are such that yield 
min max fi(xF -
E [ 
Zi)lS.t. C Zi=Q; OlZj<Xp . 
ie Jts ie Jts 1 
6) 
Here, similarly to the previous cases, we obtain the following inequalities, both of 
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which must hold: 
f&,*) -&(x,*) 5 min max fi(xt - 1) - min 
rffs 
iE JI’ 
min fj(Xr +Jj); 
je J,* 
max f&Xi+ - ti); 
is J,” 
max fj(Xj*+ 1) 1 - min fj(Xr + 1) 07) ja 5,’ je J,’ 
where the symbols J,<, J,‘, J& J& ?i, Jj, p, Q have the same meaning as above. 
Remark 1. In the cases (a) and (b), as distinct from (c), the terms mini,,; fi(xi+- 1) 
and maxi, J,> fj(X,‘+ 1) are not taken into account in (13) and (15) due to (12) and 
(14) respectively. 
Now we are able to prove the main result. 
Theorem 2. There always exists an optimal solution x* to (l)-(2) susir that one of 
the fol/o wing 4 alternatives takes place: 
(i) x * E class A; i.e. fr(x,*) ,( fk(xt- 1); fS(xF) <f/(x? + 1) and (13) holds. 
(ii) x*~class B; i.e. fr(x,?)>fk(xt- 1); fS(x,*) ;rf/(x: + 1) and (15) holds. 
(iii) x*E class C; i.e. fr(X,*+ l)~fs(Xt%fdX?+ Wfk(Xk*-- O<fr(X,*)~ 
fs(x,* - 1) and both (16)-(17) hold. 
(iv) x*~class D; i.e. fr(x,*)=fk(xc- 1) zndfi(xr+ l)rf,(x,*) 
Converse/y, any one of conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) is sufficient for the optimafity 
of x*. 
Remark 2. It is clear, that each of these 4 alternatives is in accordance with the 
assertions of Lemmas l-4. 
Proof. Necessity follows obviously from previous considerations. 
Sufficiency. Let xc be the optimal solution to (l)-(2) andx + + x! Define u and v by 
and suppose fU(x~)-fy[x~)afr(x,?)-fS(x~) or, due to (18)-(19), 
f,(g) +&(x.3 G(x,*) +fi(xio) 
for anyj, iE [1,]. 
Determine the sets 
(20) 
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I, = {j 1xj*ex;; x;=xj*+ wj; wj 2: 1}#0, 
f2={ilxi’>x~; X:=X:-ei;eiZl}fB, 
I- ={vlx,+=x;} 
where (wi) and {ei} are positive integers, uch that &+ wi = C ie 1, ei. There are 9 
cases to prove sufficiency. 
Case 1. Note that 
is impossible, or, similarly 
is impossible, since (2) is not kept in either occurrence V; (0) are monotone!) 
Case2. x+eD; 
ma;x A(Xi*+ I)Sfs(X,*)Cfr(X,*)I ,I$$.. fi(Xj*- I). 
I sisn 
Then, taking in (20) in 1, ; ~0 =x: + wi; jt~ 12 ; XJ =xj* - ej arbitrarily, we get 
f( j Xi'- 1) +f,(X,*)SA(Xi* -ej) +fs(x,*) <f,(xF) +.fi(xi* + Wi) 
atxrv +A(xT + I), 
which contradicts A(Xi* + 1) Sfs(x,L) and &(xj* - 1) Zf,(x,*). 
case 3. L(x,*) <fy (x!!) <fu(xi) G(X,*)* 
Here the proof consists of three subcases according to the class which x* belongs 
to: 
(i) x*EA; i.e. fr(x~)S~~(x~- I)~fi(xT-l), for any i, such that x/%0. 
However, choosing ie&, xr >xo; xi’ - 12x:, we have, in view of ,f,( 0) being 
decreasing&(x?- l)s~(x~)<fr(x,!@). 
(ii) x*EB; i.e.4(xF+ l)sfi(xT+ l)s&(x,*) for anyj. But, takingj& xT<xT; 
xl*+ 1 sxTl we get&(+‘+ t)rfi($)>f,cx,‘). 
(iii) x* E C; i.e. fr(xF+ I)sf,(x,*,; fr(xF)sfs(xF- 1). On the other side, we 
obtain xS* >xf from f,(x,*, < fs(Xf) and x: >x,’ from f,(x:) cfr (x,?). Hence 
x,+- 1 rx,O;fs(x:- l)&(x~)<f,(x,*) and x,? + 1 sxf;fr(x,?+ l)lf,(xF)>f,(xz). 
which gives a clear contradiction. 
Cae 4. x*eA; fv(x~)af,($)<fu(x~)<fr(x~), i.e. 
~(X~)<fr(X~)Sficxi*- !) for all i (21) 
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On the other hand, choosing ills; xii) - 1 ZX,?, we obtain&($- l)~&($), which 
contradicts (21) 
Case 5. x*EB;S,(X,*)<f,(x~)<f,(X,*)lf,(x~), i.e. 
4(x;+ l)Sfs(x,l)<fi(x~) . for all j (22) 
On the other hand, taking je 1, ; r;’ + 1 SX!, we obtain 4(x/‘+ 1) ZJ@$)), which 
contradicts (22). 
Case6 x* E C; fv(x!!)~f,(x~)<fu(x~)<fr(x,*x where 1~11, vg& and thus 
YE7 A&j*+ l)= ,FJya 4(Xj*+ 1)s ,y/:m fi(xi*- 1)s E$ &(xi*- 1) -- 2 
c max h(xi*- l)rf,(x,0), 
iet2 
(23) 
since for any i E 12, Xi” - 1 rx: and fi(xF - 1) r;J;:(xf ) 5 fM (x,“). In addition, u $ I,, 
bxause otherwise x,* + 1 SX~ and f,(~~)=f~(x~+ l)~rnaxj~~,&(xi++ I), which con- 
tradicts (23). Note that from fu (x:) <fi(xj*) it follows j E 1, ; since otherwise xj* 2x7; 
J> <xu")<,@Xj*)~&(~!) contradicts(18). 
Inspecting the appropriate 2nd kind condition (17) for the particular t given by 
f,(X:)‘maxi~(Xj*)lfi(xj+~~f”(X~)), 
we get 
5 max max fi(xi*-&); max fj(Xj*+ 1) 
[ ie Jts jc Jt’ 1 - min fj(Xj*+ 1), (2s) je Jr’ 
where 
JF = ii I~(x~)Ifi(x:)If,(x~)}; 
and & are optimal values by considering 
te Jt= 
min max Cr;:(Xi*-zi)* 
ZiZi=Q jeJ’ I 
We will prove, that in view of C iE 1, ei = Cje,, Wj 2 q = 1 J,> 1 (J,’ Cl1 ): 
max 
[ 
max &(Xi* - 
ie Jts 
ti); mm j@j*+ 1) 
je J,’ I 
Sfu (Xt). 
First, maxj,j, 
Besides, 
J;.(xi++l)Smaxje,, fi(xj++l)~f,(x~) due to JFC1i and (23). 
max fi(x*-&)=f~(x~~ 
ie J,’ 
since otherwise, in view of Theorem 2 of Appendix 
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for any ti, such that Ci Zi = Cie,, ei Zq; 
so taking zi = 
er I if it& 0 otherwise, 
we would get either f”(xi) <Ji(xi’@ - ei) =fi(xf ), provided maxi, J; h($ - Zi) is ob- 
tained for ie 12, which contradicts (18), or fu(xt) <A(xi*), if this max is obtained for 
&I,, which contradicts (25). 
Finally, 
min 4(x;+ lkf&?), 
Ic J,’ 
since otherwise 
fy($)> min 4(+ l)r min fi($+l)r min fi($), 
je J,> iit, jeP, _ 
which contradicts (19) and so (24) fails to hold, q.e.d. 
case 3. x*d3; f"(X~)S~(X~)<f ti ($ j <fr(x,s). This case is treated as Case 6, 
except for 
max , fj(Xr + 1) S 
je J,’ 
ma7c f fi(Xi*- fi)s 
icJ,$ 
and everything goes through exactly the same. 
CUM 8. x l E C; fs(x,‘, <f”(xf) < fr(x,*) 5 fu(xz), can be treated as Case 6. The 
proofs are almost identical by symmetry. 
Case 9. x + E A ; fs(x:) < fv(xf) <fr(xF) s fu (xz). Here the proof is quite similar to 
that for Case 8, except for mini,,: f/(xi++$)~min~~~; fi(xi+- l), and everything 
goes through exactly the same. 
Thus, sufficiency iscompletely proved. 
3. Solution Algorithm 
0. Take any feasible x. 
I. Determine the solution class. 
(1) For x determine p,s, k, I from 
fr(xr) = ,y,ym fiCXj)a 
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There are 4 possible cases: 
(i) J (x,) =fk(xk - 0, ml + w%M~s)r 
XE D; x is optimum. Stop. 
(ii) fr (x, ) sfk(xk - 1); ml + wms); 
xd ; Go to (5). 
(iii) fr (x, ) >fk (xk - 11; ml + 1) s&(x,); 
xd; Go to (4). 
(iv) fr(&) >fk(xk - 1); ml + 1) e&s); 
Go to (2). 
(2) There are 4 additiona) cases: 
(0 fr(&)lf,(x, - 1); fr(x, + MMx,)* 
Go to (3). 
(ii) fr(&) wxx, - 0; I& + 1) >fs(x,)~ 
Set x, +x, - 1; x,+x, + 1; Return to (1). 
(iii) fr(&) >fs(xs - 1); far + 1) ifs. 
Set x, +x, - 1; xl +x1 + 1; Return to (1). 
(iv) fr (xr 1 =fs(x, - 1); fr(& + 1) ifs. 
(3)(i) Iffr(xl + l)>fk(xk - I), set xk +xk - 1; xl+xl + 1; 
Go to (iii). 
(ii) If h&l + 1) sfkbk - 1); XE C. Go to (4). 
(iii) Find k, I from 
Set xk +xk - 1; x, +x, + 1; Return to (1). 
fk(xk - 1)s ,y,iFn fi(Xi - 1); 
-_ 
flh + 1>= ,y,yn‘ fj (Xj + 1 I* 
Go to (i). 
II. Check, whether the optimality conditions of the 2nd kind hold. 
(4) For each t $ R determine optimal { & }, finding 
min 
Y- v- 
IllaX fi(Xi - ZJi), 
‘, <,-4 ie JI’ 
where 
Jf” = (WXxi)~f,(x,)}; JF = {j/f,(X,)<J@j)}; q=IJ? I- 
Set 
x!‘) 4-x. + 1 
J J ’ jE Jt>; 
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optimum, provided xr~B@ Stop. 
If XE c, 80 to (5). 
(ii) Otherwise, the inequality in (i) doesn’t hold for some t ; x+x(? Go to (1). 
(5) For each t@S determine optimal {fj), fmding 
where 
JI< = {i f!i(X)<Jl(X~~); JF = U I fr(X,) +(+I}; P=IJ,<I. 
%!t 
. w 
4 “Xi-l, iaJ,<; 
xj’)‘xj +fi, je JI’. 
(i) Iffr(X,)-fs(Xs)Smaxl,jsrrfj(X~‘)-minIbi~nfi(X~)) for all teS, then x is 
optimal. Stop. 
(ii) Otherwise, the inequality in (i) doesn’t hold for some t ; x+x(? Go to (I). 
Remark 3. The algorithm finds the global optimum of (l)-(2) in a finite number of 
steps with the objective value being ever non-increasing. 
Remark 4. The algorithm, in effect, based on repeated searches for the maximum 
and minimum in sequences containing at most n elements (that usually requires 
O(n - 1) comparisons between pairs of elements of a sequence) and implementation 
of a series of simple operations (addition, subtraction and comparison). 
Remark 5. The repetition of the sirme objective value for different allocations 
during a finite number of steps in I.(L) (ii)-(iii)-(iv) and I(3) (i) is possible till we 
obtain the %cal” optimum, i.e. a vector belonging to a certain class (A, B, C or 
D). 
Under testing the “global” optimality in L(4) and 11.(5) the same objective value 
can occur for at most n - 1 steps (comparisons x with ~(‘1). 
Remark 6. min, mmi fi(Xi - zi) in 11.(4) as well as max, minifi& + yj) in 11.(5) can 
be easily found using the procedures of Appendix. 
4. Apportionment problem as an application 
The problem (l)-(2) was encountered, ‘z r ; _k we, in considering optimal Jist. ;- 
bution of the 435 members of the U.S. 1: duse of Representatives among the 50 
states. 
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Here n = 50; Al= 435; j = 1,SO. fi(.x$ = ai/xi is the population per representative 
(p/r), where gi is a population of the jth state, and Xj is a number of seats assigned 
to the jth state. 
The criterion (1) is, as we see, minimization over all states of the range of absolute 
magnitudes of the ratio of population to representatives. The paramount concern is 
to reduce as much as possible, a representation inequity for the entire nation, 
minimizing the maximum disparity in representation between all states. 
The mathematical methods suggested toaccomplish this aim proved to be either 
defective or unnecessarily long and needlessly complicated. 
Our computational scheme, inaddition to being much easier to carry out, has the 
advantage of showing up the possibilities for non-uniqueness of the optimal alloca- 
tion (the x* E C case). 
Example. We present asolution of a numerical problem obtained using 1970 U.S. 
Population Census Data. As an initial vector we take the present apportionment i  
the House of Representatives. Numbering the states as in alphabetic order and using 
the above-mentioned algorithm, we obtain after 8 steps the optimal apportionment 
that differs substantially from that of today. 
The initial and final allocations are given in Table 1. 
The intermediate computations are presented inTable 2. 
Table I. 
The 1970 apportionment and minimum range method 
Population, Allocation 
N State thousands today 
Minimum Range 
Allocation 
1 Alabama 3444.165 7 492.024 8 
2 Alaska 302.173 1 302.173 1 
3 Arizona 1772.482 4 443.121 4 
4 Arkansas 1923.295 4 480.824 4 
5 California 19953.134 43 464.026 41 
6 Colorado 2207.259 S 441.452 5 
7 Connecticut 3032.217 6 SOS .370 7 
8 Delaware 545.104 1 548.104 2 
9 Florida 6789.443 1s 4S2.630 14 
10 Georgia 4589.575 10 458.958 10 
11 Hawaii 769.913 2 384.957 2 
12 Idaho 713.008 2 356.504 2 
13 Illinois 11113.976 24 463.082 23 
14 Inc iana 5193.669 I1 472. IS2 11 
15 row 3 2825.041 6 470.840 6 
16 Karrsas 2249.07 1 S 449.814 s 
17 Kentucky 3219.311 7 439.902 7 
18 Louisiana 3649.180 8 455.398 8 
19 Maine 993.663 2 496.832 3 
20 Maryland 3922.399 8 490.300 8 
21 Massachusetts 5689.170 12 474.098 12 
1x1 P/r {xl P/r 
430.521 
302.173 
443.121 
480.624 
486.662 
441.452 
433.174 
274.052 
484.960 
458.958 
384.9S7 
3S6, SO4 
483.216 
472.152 
470.840 
449.814 
459.902 
455.398 
331.221 
490.300 
474.098 
22 
23 
24 
2s 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
3s 
36 
39 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
49 
48 
49 
50 
MIchisan 
Minnesota 
M mi 
MW 
Moncam 
Nebraska 
NW& 
NewHunpshbe 
NewJmey 
New MarzcO 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pcnnflylvania 
Rhode Wand 
South Carolina 
!south Dakota 
TClbMkSCC 
Tutas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Vitginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 
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889S.083 19 
38OS.069 8 
2216.912 5 
4699.399 10 
694.409 2 
Maw91 3 
488.7.‘;% I 
939.6dr 2 
9168.t64 15 
1016,ooO 2 
18190.940 39 
5082.oS9 11 
619.961 t 
lW2.019 23 
2339.253 6 
2OQl.383 4 
11993.909 25 
949.923 2 
2S!IO.S16 6 
66G.259 2 
3!b24.164 8 
Ill%.930 24 
1059.293 2 
444.932 1 
4648.494 10 
3409.169 9 
1744.239 4 
4419.933 9 
332.416 1 
469.110 19 469.110 
425.634 8 495.634 
443.382 5 443.382 
469.940 10 467.740 
347.205 2 349.205 
49J.sw 4 390.948 
488.938 D 488.938 
368.841 2 368.841 
499.898 15 477.878 
SO8.ooO 3 338.667 
466.429 39 491.642 
462.00s 11 462.005 
619.961 2 308.881 
463.131 22 484.183 
426.542 6 426.542 
522.846 5 418.277 
471.756 24 491.413 
494.862 9 474.862 
43 1.953 ; 43 1.733 
333.129 2 333.129 
490.521 8 490.521 
466.530 23 486.814 
529.637 3 353.091 
444.732 1 444.732 
464.849 10 464.849 
487.024 7 487.024 
436.059 4 436.059 
490.881 9 490.881 
332.416 1 332.416 
State most poorly represented North Dakota (619.961). New York (493.642). 
State most favorably represented Alaska (302.175). Delaware (274.052). 
At all steps, except the 2nd, we pass from x to xkr = (xk - 1; x,+ 1) (see I.(2) (iv) 
of the algorithm), since each time 
fk(Xk - WfXxJGXx, - 1) andf,(x,)<mWf,(x,. :C 1); f/(x/ + 03. 
At the 2nd step XE C in view of 
fr(xr + l)<fs(x,s)<f/(xl+ l)<fk(xk - l)<f,(xr)<fs(xs - 1) 
and the min-max procedure in 11.(4) of the algorithm imiproves a solution with 
q=3; t=31; .I$ = {37,44,8}; &=&=OJs= 1. We pass to 
X=(X*+ 1; X13’ 1; X32- 11; X33- 1; X37+ 1; X&f 1). 
The final ailocation belongs to the class A because of fs(xs) <fr(xr + 1); 
fr(xr)<fk(x& - 1). The minimum range was found to be 217.590, while the corre- 
sponding range today is 315.585. Thus, an explicit improvement in maximum 
disparity of representation among states in the U.S. House of Representatives is 
possible. The minimum range allocation tends to give more representatives to
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Simple min-max and ma-min integer afhmztion problems 
Consider the problem 
where the g&J are strictIy increasing. 
Let g*=(Zl+,tZ+, . . . . gm7 be the optimal solution to (1). Define r by 
and define the set 
R={j I~jG$h!&9)* 
Suppose, that r is uniquely defined (i.e. R = {r} is a singleton set): 
&(G9 ~gY~~“9 for v# r 
and let 1 be such, that 
If g: >O and I# r, then we can form a vector 
P’=(zl+ ,..., z:-?$ . . . . zr++ I,..., 2:) 
and thus, due to the optimality, (2~) and the g,(a) being increasing 
g,(t,*)sm= 1); 8&7+ I!; y*y w&3 =8r(z? +1) * 
or, in other words 
If I= r, then (5) is trivial in view of the monotonicity ofg,( 0). Clearly, that 
g,(O) 2 s,(g,,!@) provided $ = 0. 
now, z,? >O, r is not uniquely defined 
m) 
CW 
(4 
(61 
f;n 
In we 
optimum. Since r is then not in the set of indices, satisfying (2) for Pf, 
we select any other index yielding redefine z by z * and ~*m&xlate 
minl sjsn gj(zi * + 1) and maxI r;vsn g&z). If (7) still holds, we form 2 again as in 
and so on. Continuing vector, for which 
either the set R in (2b) is singleton and then (5) holds, or z,!@ = 0 and so (6) is true. 
This vector may be considered as an alternative optimum with the same objective 
value. Thus, one may prove 
Theorem 1. There always exists an optimal solution z+ to (I), such that either (5) or 
(6) holds, depending on whether z,* > 0 or z,* = 0 respecrively. hversely, (5) or (6) is 
sufficient for the optimality to (1). 
Proof. The first part follows from previous considerations. We prove the 
sufficiency. Assume, that z,* > 0 and (5) holds for z *, but there exists z”, different 
from z*, so that 
max s,(z,o)c ,yxn g&v+) =gr(zr*)s 
Iswcn 
(8) 
Inspecting the sets 
f~={j~Z$?=zi*+Wj}#0, 
Iz={i(ZF=Zi*-ei}#0, I~={v(z,o=z:) 
where wi (j E 1, ) and ei (k I.) are positive integers and presenting (8) as 
we have r~ I’ because of the g&) being increasing. Thus, there is some jeIt ; j#r, 
such that in view of (8) 
gj(ti* + 1) ‘gj(Zi* + Wj><&cz,*) 
which contradicts (5). 
If z,*- -0 and (6) holds, then it follows from (8) 
&(z,“) <s,(O)* 
which is also impossible. 
Theorem 2. The function 
g(m)=min max gJ2Js.t. t zy=m; 2,220 integers, v=‘l, 
z I Isvsn VSl 1 
is non-decreasing, provided the g, ( l ) are increasing. 
Proof. Let z + be an optimal solution to (I), corresponding to m and satisfyine (5) 
or (6). We show that an alternative solution & corresponding tom + 1, is obtained 
by setting 
Minimization oJmaximum absolute deviation in integer 219 
with I from (3). So, if 
g(wi+ l)=g,($+ f)r max s,(z$)=g(m). ISVSR 
If, however gJO)rg&?), w=G and g,($+ l)cg,(O), 
g(m) = gr(0) = g(m + 1). 
k r, then we have 
This result validates a procedure.to s lve (1) for any m, beginning with m = 0. 
Procedure 1. (1) Define zV =O; v-l,. 
(2) Determine index 1, yielding ,(z, + 1) = min, sjsn gj(zj + f ‘). Set ~1 +z/ + 1. 
(3) if x7= 1 zv = m, then terminate. Otherwise return to (2). 
An alternative solution procedure to be advised for solving (l), when is 
2. (1) z. 
(2) r from g&) maxl svSn g&). If z is 
z. z is 
Otherwise, g&) >g&/ + 1) = mini sjsn gj(Zj + 1). Set zr +z, - 1; ~1 +~t + 1 and 
return to (2). 
The problem 
max Ir$n_ &(yJs.t. e yV =m;yv 20, integers, v=S,n , 
Y I VU1 > 
where the h,(y,) are strictly decreasing, can be reduced to (1) in view of 
myax min h,(y,) = - min max( - k,(y,)). 
Y v 
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